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1. What impact has it had on your reading/appreciaKon/enjoyment(??) of this book having read while the 
world is in the grip of the Covid pandemic? 

2. Dr Rieux, the authoriKes and the ciKzens of Oran have problems acknowledging that they are facing the 
Plague – why do you think this is so?   Does Camus’ explanaKon (p30-31) convincing?  Did this happen in 
Australia with Covid? 

3. Do you view any character/s as hero/s?  Or is it simply that when finally ( some) of the ciKzens of Oran 
perceive that there is no one to help them other than themselves they start doing what they can to serve 
the ill and look a_er each other as a ma`er of common decency and the will to survive? 

4.  The Plague has been called an allegory for the Nazi invasion of France in 1940 by some, and by others as 
an allegory for what Dr Rieux calls “abstracKon” in our lives: all those impersonal rules and processes which 
cause human beings to become staKsKcs and thus to be treated by governments with all the inhumanity 
characterising epidemics.  Do you subscribe to either of these views? 

5.  When there are epidemics/pandemics, do Governments have any choices in the way they treat people – 
does, and should, the “greater” good take precedence over personal rights and liberKes? 

6. Camus’ descripKon of the plague in Oran is prescient. Arguably the most telling passages are the 
beauKfully cra_ed meditaKve observaKons of the social and psychological effects of the epidemic on the 
townspeople.  What are some of these effects?  How do you relate to them from your own experience? 

 7. Although it can be said that the novel is event driven, there are excellent portrayals of individual 
characters and in some instances in their past which has shaped them – and all of them contribute to the 
narraKve itself.   Which of the minor character do you find the most interesKng?  Why? 

8.  Despite the topic, there are some powerful and even beauKful passages of wriKng … which one is yours? 

9. Camus’ masterwork has been described as a “sermon of hope” In the end, the plague dissipates as 
unaccountably as it had begun. Oran’s gates are reopened, families and lovers reunite. The chronicle closes 
amid scenes of fesKval and jubilaKon. Camus’ narrator concludes that confronKng the plague has le_ him 
believing “that there are more things to admire in men than to despise”?  Do you agree with this 
statement?   

10.  And the inevitable quesKon … How do you foresee the near future in Australia -the world - as we live 
with Covid? 


